
Housekeeping



SMART ORGANISATIONAL AIDS  
TO MAKE CLEANING THAT BIT EASIER

With handy pull-out shelves and trays, you can transform any cupboard into a practical 
cleaning cupboard. Whether you are looking to store small items like cleaning products, 
cloths and sponges or larger items like an ironing board, brooms and a vacuum cleaner, 

we have the right solution for you. Our systems store everything you need where you 
can see it and reach it easily at all times. After all, as they say, organisation is half the 

battle. Cleaning is the other half.

ALWAYS TO HAND

’Housekeeping’ also means keeping your home organised by using space cleverly. 
Have you ever wished there was a better place to store your vacuum cleaner, ironing 

board and cleaning sponge? peka has the answer! We have developed ingenious  
systems for every cupboard and every need: our shelves, hose holders, hooks and 

trays help you to use all your space efficiently.

RECYCLING

These days, we are all increasingly concerned with caring for the environment and re-
cycling what we can. But what is the best way to collect recyclables at home? Believe 

it or not, it is actually pretty straightforward: PET, cardboard, glass and aluminium 
cans are usually kept in ordinary shopping bags and taken to the recycling point in 

these. With a smart recycling station, the bags can simply be stacked one on top of 
the other for fuss-free, space-saving storage. This solution is even compact enough to 

fit into a cleaning cupboard!

Smart systems
for housekeeping

–
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Sesam Standard
broom cupboard shelving system

Shelf system for storing cleaning 
equipment

Tablo Libell shelf

Versatile shelf for extra storage

Dustpan and brush holder

Space-saving storage solution for 
any kind of dustpan and brush

Sesam Bag recycling station

Space for up to three bags for 
collecting recyclables

Sesam hose holder

Included with Sesam Standard

DESIGN IDEAS

Unit width:
Unit height:

600 mm
2100 mm
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Sesam Bag recycling station

Space for up to three bags for  
collecting recyclables

Unit width:
Unit height:

450 mm
2100 mm

Libell broom holder

Handy metal broom holder that 
is great for storing most kinds  
of brooms and brushes

Dustpan and brush holder

Space-saving storage solution for 
any kind of dustpan and brush

Tablo Libell shelf

Versatile shelf for extra storage
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Sesam Standard
broom cupboard 
shelving system

Shelf system for storing 
cleaning equipment

Tablo Libell shelf

Versatile shelf for extra storage

Libell broom holder

Handy metal broom holder that 
is great for storing most kinds  

of brooms and brushes

DESIGN IDEAS

Unit width:
Unit height:

550 mm
2100 mm
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Tablo Libell shelf

Versatile extra shelf with a  
handy hook for e.g. holding  
a vacuum hose

Sesam Bag recycling station

Space for up to three bags for  
collecting recyclables

Sesam Mini multi-purpose shelf

Compact clip-on shelf that is  
perfect for the inside wall of a  
unit or the back of a door

Unit width:
Unit height:

450 mm
2100 mm

All peka housekeeping products can 

alternatively be screwed to a regular 

wall.
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Video
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1 – Hose holder: Just clip the hose into position and this 
handy holder will keep it in place

2 – Height-adjustable: The shelves, hose holder and 
hooks can all be removed and their heights can be  
adjusted

3 – Shelves with closed bases: The shelves’ bases are 
closed, which stops bottles from toppling and small items 
from falling through

Sesam Standard
broom cupboard shelving system

–
BRING ORDER TO YOUR CLEANING CUPBOARD

The side-mounted Sesam Standard clip-on system is the perfect organisational aid 

for any cleaning cupboard. It uses – and organises! – all the available space in the 

cupboard. There is even room down the side for an ironing board or clothes airer.

1
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Can be combined with other 
solutions, like the Sesam 
Standard broom cupboard 
shelving system
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Left page – Space for up to three bags: Fuss-free, 
space-saving storage of recyclables

1 – Hooks: The holder comes with three fixed hooks and 
one extra hook for hanging up recycling bags or other 
tools

2 – Suitable for other applications too: For instance, if 
you screw Sesam Bag to the wall, it offers a practical 
solution for storing towels and rolls of kitchen paper

1

2

Recycling station
Sesam Bag

–
THE COMPACT RECYCLING STATION

Cleaning and housekeeping items often have to be kept in the most awk-

ward places. With the Sesam Bag recycling station, recyclables are sus-

pended in a carrier bag that is both practical and easy to remove and 

transport to the collection point.
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1 – Libell hook rail: This classic metal rail and six hooks 
have a wide range of uses throughout the home

2 – Dustpan and brush holder: Can be installed alone or 
as a handy addition to a cleaning cupboard or waste sys-
tem

3, 4 – Tablo Libell shelf: A versatile shelf that can be  
fitted on walls, in recesses or on the inside of a cupboard 
door

5 – Libell broom holder: A handy metal broom holder that 
is great for storing most kinds of brooms, brushes or vac-
uum cleaner floor nozzles

4
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Cleaning cupboard
accessories

–
HANDY LITTLE HELPERS IN THE CLEANING CUPBOARD

AND AROUND THE HOUSE

peka’s accessories for cleaning cupboards stand out thanks to their ver-

satility. Depending on your needs, you can combine them and use them 

for other purposes too.
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1 – Wall mounting bracket: Two-step stool Stepolo 
comes with a wall mounting bracket

2 – Ideal for greater safety at home: Stepolo’s non-slip 
feet ensure that it always remains firmly in place.

3 – Bracket: One-step stool Stepolo comes with a brack-
et that allows you to tuck it away neatly under a work  
surface or shelf. Unit width: min. 500 mm

1

3

2

Stepolo
stepladder

–
PRACTICAL STEPLADDERS FOR EVERYDAY USE

Struggling to reach the top shelf? Instead of resorting to dangerous  

acrobatics, why not try the Stepolo stepladder? This handy helper can be 

folded flat for easy storage in your kitchen or utility room.
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Left page – Pinello Cargo: Open the front pull-out for di-
rect access to the full two to four levels of storage space.

1 – Pinello Towel: Full-extension runner with towel rail and 
additional storage space for narrow base units

2 – Pinello Towel: The pull-outs are available in white, sil-
ver and anthracite and can be customised with rails 
made of light oak or a material of the customer’s choice.

1

2

Base unit pull-out 
Pinello

–
A PULL-OUT FOR EVERY BASE UNIT

The contents of a unit are quite simply easier to access in pull-outs than 

they are on fixed shelves. The extra shelf can be positioned anywhere, en-

abling up to four levels of storage and ensuring maximum use of the avail-

able space. With magnetic dividers or a bottle rack, the shelf space can be 

split up to suit the user’s needs.
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Left page – Oeko Universal waste system: The modular 
waste system with extendable metal shelf that is compat-
ible with all standard drawers

1 – Oeko Universal 40+17 litres: Choose the size, combi-
nation and arrangement of bins best suited to your waste 
sorting habits.

2 – Oeko Universal 40 litres + Spider: This bottle parti-
tion for cleaning products can be mounted directly on the 
left or right side of the wooden or metal back wall – no 
tools required!

3 – Patented tensioning system: Waste bags of various 
sizes (15 to 50 litres) can be clipped into the frame quick-
ly and easily

3
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Oeko Universal
waste system

–
PRACTICALITY REALLY MATTERS  

WHEN YOU USE SOMETHING 32 TIMES A DAY!

Which piece of kitchen equipment is used most often?

The waste bin, of course. With that in mind, it is worth spending a few 

minutes thinking about waste disposal when you plan your kitchen. After 

all, a well-planned waste system makes it a lot easier to clean up.
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1 – Dustpan and brush holder: Always to hand: the sim-
ple, practical holder can be used to store any kind of 
dustpan and brush. Great for storing bottles, cleaning 
products, and other items too.

2 – Sesam Mini multi-purpose shelf: Compact clip-on 
shelf that is perfect for the inside wall of a unit or the 
back of a door.

3 – Pinello Inside internal pull-out : Internal pull-out with 
two to four levels of storage space. Ideal as a pull-out for 
cleaning materials alongside swing-out bins or in the 
cleaning cupboard.

43
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Müllboy waste bin
with accessories

–
SWING-OUT WASTE BIN

The Müllboy round bin swivels right out of the unit when the unit door is 

opened. Its lid lifts up at the same time, but remains inside the unit, making 

Müllboy easy to use from above. Müllboy can also be combined with products 

from our housekeeping range to create a high-end waste system.
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Left page – Extended work surface lets you work ergonomically with 
a healthy posture

1 – Suitable for both Extendo and custom wooden shelves, compati-
ble with every standard runner

2 – The reliable locking mechanism prevents the shelf from retracting 
unexpectedly while you are working

21

Click Stop
locking mechanism 

–
TEMPORARILY TRANSFORMS A PULL-OUT SHELF  

INTO A FIXED WORK SURFACE

Sometimes you need more space at short notice – more preparation space 

when cooking; more room for folding laundry; more desk space in your 

home office; or more room for creative activities.

Click Stop is very intuitive to use and can be operated with one hand: the 

extended shelf locks automatically. Simply give it another pull to release it 

and slide it back into place.
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1 – Sesam Standard

broom cupboard shelving system

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

WxDxH: 351 x 260/365 x 750 mm 

2 – Stepolo one-step stool

One-step stool, with mounting bracket

Surface: black aluminium

Load capacity: 150 kg

Height of step: 240 mm

3 – Libell broom holder

To be mounted on the wall

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

WxDxH: 75/119 x 330 x 85 mm

4 – Libell hook rail

To be mounted on the wall

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

WxDxH: 44 x 360 x 54 mm

5 – Tablo Libell shelf

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

WxDxH: 388x161x58 mm

6 – Click Stop locking mechanism set 

Colours: white / anthracite

for Extendo and custom wooden shelves

7 – Sesam Mini multi-purpose shelf

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

WxDxH: 121 x 278 x 434 mm

8 – Dustpan and brush holder

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

WxDxH: 238 x 80 x 77/122 mm

1

2 5 8

3

4 6

7
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9 – Stepolo two-step stool

Two-step stool, with wall mounting bracket

Surface: black aluminium

Load capacity: 150 kg

Height of step: 249/498 mm

10 – Oeko Universal waste system

Colour: anthracite

Unit widths: 450 / 500 / 550 / 600 / 900 mm

Interior height min.: 425 / 448 mm

11 – Pinello Cargo base unit pull-out

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

Unit widths: 200 / 300 mm

Interior height min.: 525 mm

Optional: oak railing inserts, extra shelf, bottle rack,  

divider set, push-to-open mechanism

12 – Müllboy waste bin

Colour: anthracite

Müllboy Big

Unit width min.: 487 mm

Interior height min.: 390/460 mm

Müllboy Standard

Unit width min.: 447 mm

Interior height min.: 430/500 mm

13 – Pinello Towel towel rail extension 

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

Unit width: 300 mm

Interior height min.: 660 mm

Optional: oak railing inserts, extra shelf, bottle rack,  

divider set, push-to-open mechanism

14 – Pinello Inside internal pull-out

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

Unit width min.: 150 mm

Interior height min.: 525 mm

Optional: oak railing inserts, extra shelf, bottle rack,  

divider set, push-to-open mechanism

15 – Sesam Bag recycling station

Colours: white / silver / anthracite

Load capacity: 0-20 kg

WxDxH: 192 x 380 x 249 mm

10 12
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PEKA’S OTHER AREAS OF EXPERTISE

DRESSING ROOM 
AND LIVING AREA

It is important to bear storage space 
and convenience in mind when you 
are planning your dressing room or 

living room units.

Pull-out shelves give you a clear 
overview of every last item stored in 

your wardrobe. Dresses, shoes, 
trousers or accessories – choose the 
right peka storage solution to store 
all your favourite items carefully and 

stylishly.

KITCHEN
Are you planning a new kitchen? Then 
do it with peka. We will pull out all the 

stops to ensure that your 
kitchen not only looks good, but also – 

and more importantly – makes your 
work easier.

From spacious larder unit pull-outs 
and smart corner storage solutions to 

handy waste systems, peka’s  
ingenious mechanisms and kitchen 

and furniture fittings will soon have you 
feeling right at home in your new or 

renovated kitchen.



peka – the original since 1964
–

Your enjoyment of your home is our chief concern. 

We at peka are passionate about enhancing your en-

joyment of your home with our practical, flawlessly 

made furniture fittings that combine an attractive 

appearance with unmatched quality.

We have been developing and manufacturing pull-

outs, accessories and smart interior solutions for the 

kitchen and furniture industry for over fifty years. 

Thanks to our steadfast commitment to finding out 

exactly what our customers want, our products are 

always designed to respond to real needs, so it is 

only natural that they stand out through their user- 

friendliness, unparalleled quality and space-saving 

design.

Our unwavering dedication to producing inventive, 

space-saving solutions and our resolute refusal to 

compromise on quality and functionality have made 

us a global leader in our industry. Today, we are one 

of the top market providers of larder unit pull-outs, 

slide-out corner systems and ecologically designed 

waste sorting systems. Our numerous international 

patents stand testament to our ingenuity.

peka-metall AG was set up as a family-run business 

in 1964. Its head office is in Mosen, on the shores of 

Lake Hallwil near Lucerne. As an independent Swiss 

manufacturing and trading company, it has estab-

lished a leading position in the furniture sector. We 

currently employ around 130 people and sell our 

products in over 50 countries around the world.
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We remain committed to our high standards: We have developed and manufactured

fittings and accessories for kitchens, bathrooms and living spaces at our site in

Switzerland since 1964. We have secured over 70 international patents, proving our 

claim that peka originals are always better than copies.

peka
Luzernerstrasse 20, 6295 Mosen, Switzerland
T + 41 41 919 94 00, F +41 41 919 94 10 
peka@peka-system.ch www.peka-system.ch


